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## Aircraft Engine Scavenge Pump Application Chart

### Aircraft Manufacturers

#### Mooney (cont’d)
- **M20K**
  - Engine: TSIO-360 (with RAJAY style turbocharger as original equipment)
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF600573-9000
  - Turbo Model Designation: 3AT6EE10J2
  - Scavenge Pump Part No.: —

#### Piper
- **Aerostar 601**
  - Engine: IO-540-P1A5 (S/N: 0001 thru 0455)
    - Part No.: CF600574-9001
    - Designation: 3AU5EF10J2
  - Engine: IO-540-P1A5 (S/N: 0456 and up)
    - Part No.: CF600574-9002
    - Designation: 3AV5EF10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF300110-002

- **Aerostar 601P**
  - Engine: IO-540-P1A5 (S/N: 0001 thru 0455)
    - Part No.: CF600574-9001
    - Designation: 3AU5EF10J2
  - Engine: IO-540-P1A5 (S/N: 0456 and up)
    - Part No.: CF600574-9002
    - Designation: 3AV5EF10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF300110-002

- **Aerostar 700P**
  - Engine: IO-540-P1A5 (S/N: 0001 thru 0455)
    - Part No.: CF600574-9001
    - Designation: 3AU5EF10J2
  - Engine: IO-540-P1A5 (S/N: 0456 and up)
    - Part No.: CF600574-9002
    - Designation: 3AV5EF10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF300110-002

#### Apache
- **180 PA-23 and PA-23-160**
  - Engine: TSIO-360
    - Part No.: CF600575-9001
    - Designation: 3AU5EF10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF101633-9001

- **200 PA-23 and PA-23-160**
  - Engine: TSIO-360
    - Part No.: CF600575-9002
    - Designation: 3AV5EF10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF101633-9002

- **Aerostar 601P (SA2646WE)**
  - Engine: TSIO-360
    - Part No.: CF600573-9001
    - Designation: 3AU5EF10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF300110-002

#### Aztec
- **B PA-23-235 and PA-23-250 (S/N: 27-2505 and up)**
  - Engine: TSIO-360
    - Part No.: CF600573-9002
    - Designation: 3AV5EF10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF300110-002

#### Comanche
- **250 PA-24-250 (SA111WE)**
  - Engine: TSIO-360
    - Part No.: CF600576-9001
    - Designation: 3AU5EF10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF101633-9001

#### Cherokee
- **200 PA-23 and PA-23-160**
  - Engine: TSIO-360
    - Part No.: CF600574-9001
    - Designation: 3AU5EF10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF101633-9001

#### Lance PA-32R-300
- Engine: L10-360C1E6 (S/N: 0456 and up)
  - Part No.: CF600573-9000
  - Designation: 3AT6EE10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF600573-9000

#### Seneca
- **I PA-34-200 (SA213WE)**
  - Engine: TSIO-360 (with RAJAY style turbocharger as original equipment)
    - Part No.: CF600573-9000
    - Designation: 3AT6EE10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF600573-9000

#### Turbo Arrow III PA-28-200, PA-28 RT201T
- Engine: TSIO-360 (with RAJAY style turbocharger as original equipment)
  - Part No.: CF600573-9000
  - Designation: 3AT6EE10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF600573-9000

#### Teledyne Continental Motors
- Engine: TSIO-360 (with RAJAY style turbocharger as original equipment)
  - Part No.: CF600573-9000
  - Designation: 3AT6EE10J2
  - Turbo Pump Part No.: CF600573-9000

---

1. All Aerostars with automatic control systems use actuator assembly part no. CF250001-9004
2. Check with customer for the specific scavenge pump assembly part number
3. Turbocharger assembly part number CF600576-9000 can be used as an alternate turbocharger for left hand engines and turbocharger assembly part no. CF600573-9000 can be used as an alternate turbocharger for right-hand engines